
Lesson 35: Culminating writing task: revising your 
essay



We completed the first draft 
of our essays for our 

culminating writing task.
The Writing Process



Today we will:

● Review a sample essay and 
analyze it against the 
culminating writing task 
rubric.

● Revise a sample essay.

● Revise our essays based on 
peer feedback.

The Writing Process



You will need:

● The Call of the Wild by Jack 
London

● Culminating writing task 
directions

● Culminating writing task 
rubric and highlighter

● Sample essay 

● Your draft essay



● Review the culminating 
writing task directions.



● Review the rubric to 
determine the expectations 
for the culminating writing 
task.

● Highlight the differences 
among the score points.





● Compare body paragraph 1 with 
body paragraph 2. 

○ Which paragraph is stronger 
at using language to create 
cohesion and clarify 
relationships among ideas? 
Why?



Just as Hal's treatment of the dogs demonstrates his cruel and 

arrogant character, John Thornton's treatment of the dogs shows that 

he is a noble, compassionate person. Buck first meets John Thornton 

when he steps in to save him from Hal's mistreatment. When Hal 

tries to whip Buck for not moving onto unsafe ice, John Thornton steps 

in to protect Buck. These actions demonstrate that he is willing to stick 

up for animals who are in danger, even if this means getting in the way 

of another person. He did not need to step in to save Buck as he had 

no connection or relationship with him, but he chose to do so 

because it was the right thing to do. 



● Share your draft essay with a 
partner to give and receive peer 
feedback.

○ Where do you see 
opportunities to strengthen 
connections and relationships 
between ideas?

○ What suggestions do you have 
for your partner?



● Review your partner’s 
feedback and make 
revisions to your essay.



In this lesson, you considered what London 
conveys about human treatment of animals.

You also reviewed an example essay against, 
exchanged peer feedback, and revised your 

essay.


